PHOTOCOPY OF MY LETTER SENT TO VIC ROAD'S

To Whom it may Concern,

I have been told, to contact Vic Road's with our concerns about push bikes being ridden on the black spun. The paper that reported on it (the standard) contacted you! and the response was “Road safety is our highest priority.”

I don't see how safety is a priority to you at all, or you would NOT allow bikes on the spun. Please take a good look at the picture enclosed (this is 15 km) of winding Rd! have a look at the width of the Road! No-one can legally pass a push bike, as you now have to leave 1-2 mtrs around them. Tell me where that is possible at all on the spun. There is No passing lanes, No shoulder to the Road, My & husband came around
that's spread limited to a Road

The road's speed limited at 80 km (40)

The was only doing

a blind corner on a Road

He had to come to a full stop

impossible To do by rear end the

traffic (long line of incubation At Bus)

hit another car coming the other

way! This like is still on the other

road somehow oblivious to the

damage + trauma caused to my

husband! (Bikes Do not pay registration)

Police carded given a copy of the

husband... They are sick

and tired of push bikes and have

no one else to go and take some time to

see and have a look at this

None of this is achievable. Road-

paths should only be in bike

lanes or on shoulder Road.

Please contact them. They are sick

at the attending Police. I have enclosed a copy of the

husband!
I have spoken to many people in the town we live in. And truck drivers driving back and forward are tired of it, as are people who travel to Melbourne daily for work. It is a far too busy Road. For this to keep happening.

Please do something about this situation.

Kindest Regards
To Whom it may Concern,

I have been told, to contact VicRoad’s with our concerns about push bikes being ridden on the black spur. The paper that reported on it (the standard) contacted you! and the response was “Road safety is our highest priority”. I don’t see how safety is a priority to you at all, or you would NOT allow bikes on the spur. Please take a good look at the picture enclosed (this is 15km) of winding Rd have a look at the width of the road! NO-ONE can legally pass a push bike as you now have to leave 1-2mtrs around them. Tell me where that is possible at all on the spur. There is NO passing lanes, NO shoulder to the road. My husband came around a blind corner on a road that is speed limited at 80km (he was only doing 40km). He had to come to a full stop (IMPOSSIBLE TO DO) or rear end the traffic (LONG LINE OF, INCLUDING A BUS). So he veered to the other side and hit another car coming the other way! This bike is still on the road somewhere oblivious to the damage and trauma caused to my husband! (BIKES DO NOT PAY REGISTRATION) but think they own the road!

I have enclosed a copy of the police card given to my husband by the attending police!

PLEASE CONTACT THEM! They are sick and tired of push bikes and have many a concern’s about it.

Push bikes should only be in bike lanes or on shouldered road! None of this is achievable on the spur!! Take some time to go and have a look at this road!

I have spoken to many people in the town we live in and truck drivers driving back/and forward are tired of it, as are people who travel to Melbourne daily for work. It is a far too busy road for this to keep happening.

PLEASE DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS SITUATION

Kindest regards